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There are only six weeks to go in 2021 and it has been an incredible year for the stock market bulls. 
In fact, in many ways it could go down as one of the best years ever. This week, in honor of 
Thanksgiving, we wanted to take a closer look at three reasons to be thankful. From the stock market 
to the economy, there are indeed many reasons to be thankful this year.  

A YEAR TO REMEMBER  
The S&P 500 Index is up approximately 25% for the year, which currently ranks it as one of the best years ever, 
certainly something to be thankful for in 2021. Although this year hasn’t been perfect, earnings have come in 
substantially better than expected, with 2021 S&P 500 earnings expectations up nearly 25% from where they 
were at the start of the year, helping to justify stocks at current levels.  

If the S&P 500 were to end at current levels, it would rank as the 15th best year since 1950. In fact, the S&P 500 is 
on pace to be up at least 15% for three consecutive years for only the second time in history, exceeded only by 
an incredible streak of five in a row in the late 1990s.  
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As shown in Figure 1, this year has seen the second most all-time highs ever for the S&P 500, definitely another 
reason to be thankful. The 66 all-time highs this year put 2021 above the 65 new highs in 1964 and second only 
to the record 77 new highs in 1995. Will 2021 get to 78 and a new record? We don’t expect that to happen, but we 
do see the potential for further gains ahead through year-end. 

THE U.S. CONSUMER REMAINS VERY STRONG  
We have not been able to put COVID-19 fully in the rearview mirror in 2021 as many had hoped. However, the 
most powerful engine in the US economy—the consumer—has remained remarkably strong. Despite the lingering 
effects of the virus, inflation fears, and absence of stimulus checks, the U.S. consumer continues to spend. Last 
week was a stark reminder of that, as October retail sales showed the strongest month-over-month growth since 
March, besting economists’ expectations across the board. Retail sales have now climbed in six of the past eight 
months, so far shrugging off worries that consumer demand would drop off without additional fiscal stimulus. 

Results from corporate America paint a similar picture. Retailers, including Home Depot, Lowe’s, and Target, all 
reported earnings last week that came in above analysts’ expectations. The consumer discretionary sector as a 
whole is tracking to a 58% year-over-year increase in earnings for 2021, and that strength could continue into 
next year and fuel an increase in 2022, greatly exceeding the expected earnings growth rate for the broader 
market. 

It is important to note that consumer confidence has fallen since the summer and has yet to recover to pre-
pandemic levels. We would like to see those measures turn higher in the near term, but overall believe that it is 
more important to watch what consumers are actually doing with their money, rather than how they feel. Excess 
savings, rising wages, a strong wealth effect from stock market gains, and high housing values should help to fuel 
strong spending this holiday season and into next year.  

WE COULD BE THANKFUL FOR NEXT YEAR AS WELL  
Thanks to a combination of continued healthy earnings, adaptable U.S. corporations and workforces, a solid U.S. 
consumer, and the tailwinds of both monetary and fiscal policy, we continue to expect stocks to do well in 2022, 
outperforming bonds once again. We won’t quite give away our forecasts at this time, as we will do that on 
December 7, when we will officially release our 2022 Outlook. But in the meantime, it looks like a strong year in 
2021 could bode well for continued gains in 2022. 

Our third reason to be thankful is a big year for stocks historically means the following year could be strong as 
well. In fact, the past nine times the S&P 500 was up at least 20%, the following year saw positive returns. As 
shown in Figure 2, the year after a 20% gain has averaged a solid 11.5% return and been higher 16 out of 19 
times (84.2% higher). After the run we’ve had the past few years, an 11.5% return next year would probably make 
most investors smile.  
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CONCLUSION  

Things haven’t been easy the past 20 months. But as investors, we should be extremely grateful for how strong 
2021 has been, and we think the bull market for stocks should continue into 2022 as well. Lastly, the U.S. 
consumer is the biggest key to how the economy will do going forward, and we think consumers will surprise to 
the upside and help drive solid growth next year. 

From everyone at LPL Research, we wish all of you a happy and safe Thanksgiving! May it be full of good friends, 
family, and lots of delicious food! 

Please note, due to the Thanksgiving Day holiday, we won’t have a Weekly Market Commentary next week. Our 
next commentary will be on Monday, December 6. 
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This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC. 

Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member 
FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice from  
a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation with respect to 
such entity.  

 
Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed 

Not Bank/Credit Union Deposits or Obligations May Lose Value 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any 
individual. There is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive 
outcomes. Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as 
predicted and are subject to change.  
 
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are 
unmanaged statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance 
of any investment and does not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no 
guarantee of future results. 
 
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of 
their products or services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.  
 
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness 
or accuracy.  
 
 
 
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P500) is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance 
of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major 
industries.  
 
 
 
All index data from FactSet.  
 
 
 


